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museum store is well-stocked with them, and the prices are 

very reasonable. 
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Casablanca 

For less than the cost of going to a theater and 

dealing with all the hassle it involves, you can cheaply 

watch some good classics at home. 
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Radio Communications Stuff, Pt. 1l 

In my previous article series, “Ham Radio on The 

Cheap”, I talked about inexpensive amateur radio solutions 

for survivalists. This article series is a follow-up to 

that series, and is aimed more at dystonaut types who are 

looking to learn about communications electronics and stay 

in touch with like-minded individuals. 

The advertising on those bubble pack radios at Wal- 

Mart claiming 36 mile range is mostly bullshit. You might 

get 36 miles talking from one mountaintop to another, but 
most of the time you will get at most a mile or two range. 

That's still not bad for a small group who wants to talk 

to one another while hunting or on a small farm. The UHF 

frequency range however is not the best for your typical 

rural terrain. Regardless, battery-operated handheld 

radios with tiny 6 inch antennas and consistent 30+ miles 

range don't exist. 

If you want to get into radio at any level above the 

turn-key FRS handhelds, and that includes CB, do yourself 

(and everyone else) a favor and get a somewhat recent copy 

of the ARRL Handbook. Any edition within the past 15 years 

or so will suffice. That book is considered the must-have 

essential among radio types, and every radio professional 

that knows their stuff has a couple editions on the 

reference shelf. I have around 20 editions from 2013 going 

back to 1947, and continue adding to the collection when I 

find needed editions for a few bucks apiece at hamfests. 

If you're strapped for cash, go that route. Every ‘fester 

I've been to has had older ARRL Handbooks for under $10 

apiece. At one hamfest I attended, I found a 1990s vintage 

hardcover edition for $1! 

The current (2013) edition is $60 in hardcover, or 

$50 softcover. It's 1320 pages long! Since few hams 

actually build their own gear these days, you might get 

lucky and win one for a door prize at a hamfest. If you 

can afford it however, the sixty bucks is worth it just 

for the incredible education you'll get from reading it. 
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The “big. three Américan!\radio companiés* insthe ham 

séene “arev “Elecraft, Ten-Tec, and “Flexradio. All. are 

excellent. “SGC, is sanothen.excellent American brand,» but 

they) no ‘longer produce) radios. You wiil have to find, Scc 

rigs )\vda, used’: equipment-ssources. There are abso other 

smaller American” manufacturers) who build a) good. product. 

Oak Hills: Research and: Downeast Microwave. are. ‘two« Such 

ompanies.s) Then’ « théxé Jake < the Big. . thee » Japanese 
companiés:** Icom; Kenwood, . and= Yaesu. I’m=partial towards 

Yaesu) and) Icom rigs..“As) ef lates We Jhave’, HTs! coming) sin 

from.-China:\) Puxing,; Woxun,/Tyt) and Baofeng., Finally there 
is«the homebrew option, That. avenue! is very, popular »with 

the QORP’and weak signallsegmentS of the hobby. 

   The best rigwi've found for!my purposes is the Yaesu 

ER8ay/. Liagieevers Jalithe sar bahds,\ 6\Méeters,: so Meters; 

ands 7O\Centimeters. That's allsthe common= ham. bands; It's 

portable,, multi-mode. (CW, ~SSB,,.@AM, °FM), hasan. internal 

babterys pack, and can yrun off) 126 voltssDhe® ‘current 

Versions 52 the FT—817ND\. |Theres are ipa ton ofi,accessories 

forwate. You, can use’ it.as al ORP (HF rig, VHF/UHF weak: 

Signal) rig; or asa local FM repeater rig, One ham created 

a-mod-that “let's you use it with a FunCube Dongle SDR for 

an “IF \panedapter. “Dhere .is/alsG a 222°MHzZ. @bransverter, kit 

designed “specifically for this) radio. THis rig pretty. 

much does it all, and*canjfit- ina MOLLE. radio pouch with 

an automatic antenna tuner,““and! maybe some accessories and 
a) dipole santenna.),Thete: might) be newer .ORP rigs on the 

tlarket, but »none of. them\come’ Close »to the versatility of 

the /FT-817) While -the new-ElLecraft KX-3 is eclipsing «the 

ET=817) as. the ORP- rag of’ choice among. “Some; sitse=$1000 

price tag makes -it unaffordable ‘bys many. You can\ find an 

ET-807 stor. a little more than half that,\"and’ used ones for 

even te so 

To be cortinued..:? 
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